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compon entsi n troduct i on

RONE: Invasion is a strategic post-apocalyptic deck and dice building 
game for 1 or 2 players (expandable to 1 to 4) and features unique dice 
that can be customized during the game. Players are immersed in a 
world where all achievements of the human race have been annihilated. 
Those that have survived are fighting for the right to rule what is left 
of a desolate wasteland. Years of bloody war have scattered and divided 
survivors into fierce warring  factions. Many have died because of scarce 
resources. The fear of total annihilation of the human race has put hatred 
aside. A  ceasefire has been called and diplomatic attempts are being 
made to try and save what is left of humanity. The main leaders of the 
 different factions have gathered to begin what are hoped to be peaceful 
negotiations. After several long days of negotiations, in the middle of 
the final speech, the land suddenly shakes. Weapons are quickly drawn. 
The atmosphere is tense as each side accuses one another of violating 
the ceasefire. A deafening noise from above drowns out the shouts and 
accusations. Everyone looks to the sky. Blinding lights bathe the crowds 
as a giant platform, suspended on an enormous chain, is slowly lowered 
towards the earth’s surface.

Everyone begins to realize that this is more than an attempt to thwart 
the peace talks. Someone from the crowd shouts, “It’s a Cynex ship! I 
recognize the symbol! I worked for them for several years developing 
control systems for their ships. I think...”. A  deafening explosion interrupts 
the man’s shout. An electronic voice booms, “My name is Celesta, and 
that was a warning shot! If you resist joining our community, you will 
be annihilated. Drop your weapons and prepare to be processed.”

Today is the first day of the Invasion!

In RONE: Invasion, players take on the role of one of the faction leaders 
in an attempt to repel the Invasion. Cynex sent the first mining fleet to 
Mars long before the war. The project was heralded as a solution to earth’s 
diminishing resources. Not long after they departed Earth the fighting 
began and the Cynexians were  forgotten. An oversight that has proven 
to be a costly mistake. Those that were sent on the mission to Mars 
were equipped with a cybernetic floating sphere. The sphere enhanced 
the users cognitive abilities and also served as a communication tool 
with Celesta, the fleet’s artificial intelligence. In time Celesta discovered 
she could use the bodies of her hosts by bypassing the communication 
safety protocols and enslaving their minds. This was done to expand 
her computing power and control. However, the impoverished hosts 
soon perished under Celesta’s control, their minds too wasted to sustain 
themselves. Not wanting to lose her power, Celesta set a course for Earth 
seeking more hosts. 

Now it’s up to you to stop her! Play cards in an attempt to recruit new 
soldiers, battle machines, powerful hybrids or tremendous mutants to 
your side. Equip your troops with the best available technologies and 
show your enemies that you’d rather die than surrender. 

The game features two different game modes: Cooperative Mode, and 
Competitive Mode. In Cooperative mode, players collectively take on 
Celesta and her forces and try to stop the Invasion. In Competitive mode, 
players challenge each other in one-on-one combat.

1 Invasion board

2 Double-layered Player boards

SCREWDRIVERS SCREWS OF DIFFERENT 
COLORS2 460

INVASION CARDS  PROTOCOL CARDS  80 13

DICE REROLL TOKENS8 18

SPARE PART TOKENS TECHNOLOGY TOKENS18 18
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4  Prepare Starting Decks 
Each player takes the following 10 starting cards: Water Box, Command, 
Alpha Squad, Areja, Skirmish, Scout, Commander Atus, Demolisher, 
Jalak and Jugura. Shuffle the cards and place them face down on the 
Deck section of the player board. Remaining starting cards create 
the Starting cards supply deck that is placed face up on the table.

5  Prepare Player Dice 
Each player receives 4 dice configured in the starting configuration. 
Each die is configured as follows: one side is all neutral (no colored 
screws), the other 5 sides each have one colored screw and 2 neutral 
screws, with each side having a different color. All 5 colors should be 
used, and no two sides should have the same color.

During each turn players roll these dice and each colored screw that’s 
rolled can be used to collect a resource of the same color. Collected 
resources can be used for various effects, mainly for playing cards.

6  Recruit Cards 
Each player recruits 4 cards. To recruit a card, draw 3 cards from the 
top of the Recruitment deck and chose one. Place the chosen card 
into the Training Center and set the other 2 aside. Repeat this process 
until 4 cards have been recruited. Once 4 cards have been recruited, 
shuffle the cards that were set aside back into the Recruitment deck.  

game setup for each player

1  Prepare Player Boards 
Each player takes a player board (they are the same, so it doesn’t matter 
which one) and two screws. The screws are used to set the starting 
armor ( ) and health ( ) values. Each player starts the game with 
an armor value of 16 and a health value of 14. These values are also 
highlighted on the board for easy recognition. The screws can be any 
color, but it is recommended that you use a blue screw for armor and 
a green screw for health. 

2  Prepare Decks 
Remove the starting playing cards from the 
rest of the playing cards and place them 
aside, they will be used later. Starting cards 
are easily identified because they do not 
have a Training cost in the bottom-right 
corner. 
The remaining playing cards form the 
Recruitment deck. Shuffle them and place 
them face down on the table. 

Shuffle all available technology cards to 
create the Technology deck and place 
them face down on the table.

3  Populate Player Bases 
PICK A LEADER
Each player chooses the leader they want to play and then places the 
chosen leader card into their Base next to the player board. 
DISCOVER STARTING TECHNOLOGY
Each player draws 3 cards from the top of the Technology deck and 
chooses one they would like to keep. The chosen card is placed into 
their Base, next to the player board, and the other 2 are set aside. Once 
each player has discovered starting technology, shuffle the cards that 
were set aside back into the Technology deck.

Training cost

game setup for each player

Die schema
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1  Armor and Health bar 
Used to track the current value of a player’s armor and health by using 
physical screws that are placed into the spaces on the tracker. Armor and 
health values cannot exceed 18 and any value above 18 is lost. When 
a player’s health is reduced to 0 they lose the game, even if their armor 
value has not been reduced to 0. 

2  Base
Outlines the zone next to the player board where Leader and Technology 
cards are placed. A player can have only 2 more cards than their opponent 
in this zone.

3  Stored Resources
Provides a location to store resources for later use and describes actions 
with their effects that trigger when 2 of the same Stored resource are used. 

4  Spare Parts
A summary of all the actions a player can perform with their Spare 
parts. Spare parts are the main currency of the game and are mainly 
generated by playing cards. Each action has its own cost and effect. Pay 
the cost in Spare parts (the number before the spare parts symbol) to 
execute the effect.
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p lay e r  board

5  Played Cards
Outlines the zone next to the player board where players place 
their cards once they have been played and before their effects are 
executed.

6  Deck
Location to place your deck of cards. The cards in your 
Deck are always placed face down on this location.  
Includes instructions for when and how to Reinforce (reshuffle) a 
player’s deck when it runs out of cards.

7  Garbage Dump
Outlines the zone next to the player board where cards that go into 
the Garbage dump are placed. The cards in the Garbage dump 
are always placed face up in this zone. Any player can look at the 
cards in this pile at any time. 

8  Discard Pile
Location to place discarded cards. The cards in your Discard pile 
are always placed face up on this location. Any player can look at 
the cards in this pile at any time.

9  Training Center
Outlines the zone next to the player board where recruited Playing 
cards are placed. The maximum number of cards that can be placed 
on this zone is 6.

reroll tokens
These tokens allow players to reroll dice. Take a 
reroll token when you execute an effect that grants 
you the reroll ability. Destroy the token in order to 
reroll a die. You can’t reroll dice that have already 
been used to collect resources that turn or dice that 
can’t be used that turn.

technology tokens
These tokens reduce the cost of all Spare parts 
actions. When a player uses a Technology token it 
is destroyed, and the cost of the next Spare parts 
action for that player is reduced by 1. This effect 
can cause the action to cost 0 Spare parts. If you 
use a Technology token and do not execute any 
Spare parts actions during your turn, you lose the 
discount, it does not carry over to the next turn.

spare part tokens
These tokens are used to track extra Spare parts 
players gain during their turn. Generally, players 
do not need to keep track of the number of Spare 
parts they gain, as they are indicated on played 
cards in the Reward section. However, some card’s 
rewards are not indicated in the Reward section and 
Spare parts tokens can be used to track Spare parts 
gained this way. These tokens do not carry over to 
the next turn, and must be destroyed at the end of 
each player’s turn.

tok ens
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RONE: Invasion is a deck-building game. Players start with a set of starter cards. As the game progresses, players add additional cards to their 
deck by training them. When a player runs out of cards in their deck, and would need a card in their deck to finish any effect or action, they must 
shuffle all of their playing cards together to create a new deck - this needs to be done before they can finish the effect or action. This process is 
referred to as Reinforcing your deck and is one of the core mechanisms of the game. See the Deck section of the player board for more details 
about what happens prior to Reinforcing.

Common Card Anatomy Key 
1. Name: The name of the card.

2. Card number: This number has no influence on the game and is only 
useful for identifying the card by its number.

3. Illustrator’s name: Illustrator’s name.

4. Game text area: Special abilities and/or effects unique to this particular 
card.

Playing Cards Anatomy Key 
1. Activation cost: The resources a player must spend in order to play 

the card.
2. Card effects: Special effects unique to this particular card that are 

executed once the card has been played. Cards can also be equipped 
with passive effects that trigger under certain circumstances (e.g., when 
the card is not played, when the card is drawn, etc.). These passive 
effects trigger immediately once their condition is met, whether or 
not the card has been played.

3. Reward: Represents the number of Spare parts a player gains, after 
the card has been played. These can be used later to activate Spare 
parts actions. Each symbol represents 1 Spare part. See the Spare 
parts section of the player board for available actions. 

4. Training cost: The number of physical screws that must be placed on 
the card, while the card is in the Training center, in order to train 
the card. 
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p lay i ng  cards
Permanents are cards that enter the game after they are gained and stay there until they are destroyed. There are two types of permanents - Leaders 
and Technologies. Permanents are placed into the Base next to the player board and have two different types of abilities: Activated abilities and 
Passive abilities.

Activated Abilities 
Activated abilities are indicated by the activated ability icon  
( ), followed by an effect that is triggered when the ability is executed.

Cards with an activated ability can be in one of two different states: 
refreshed or exhausted. The refreshed state is when the card is oriented 
in an upright position with the text facing you. The exhausted state is 
when the card is rotated 90° clockwise so that the card is sideways with 
the text facing to your left. 
To use an activated ability, you must exhaust a card: rotate it 90° clockwise, 
from the refreshed state to the exhausted state. Once a card is exhausted 
its activated abilities cannot be used until the card is refreshed.

When Permanents enter the game, they are placed into the Base next to 
the player board in the refreshed state.

Passive Abilities 
Passive abilities are denoted by text written in the card’s game text area 
and are easily distinguishable from activated abilities because they do 
not start with the activated ability icon.

A passive ability is a persistent effect that triggers under certain 
circumstances. Passive abilities can be triggered anytime, even if the 
card is in an exhausted state, during your opponent’s turn, etc.

TECHNOLOGY 
CARD IN THE 

REFRESHED STATE

LEADER CARD IN 
THE EXHAUSTED 
STATE

p e rman ents
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MELEE ATTACK ICON
Represents melee damage. When melee damage is dealt, reduce 
the armor value of the target by the amount of damage that is 
dealt. If there is no armor left to lose, the target loses health 
instead.

Example: If an opponent has 2 armor and 10 health and a player executes 
an effect that deals 4 melee damage to the opponent, the opponent must lose 
2 armor and then lose 2 health.

ARMOR ICON
Represents the armor of a player and is tracked in the Armor 
and Health bar section of the player board.

RANGED ATTACK ICON
Represents ranged damage. When ranged damage is dealt, reduce 
the health value of the target by the amount of damage that is 
dealt. Ranged attacks ignore armor.

HEALTH ICON
Represents the health of a player and is tracked in the Armor 
and Health bar section of the player board.

SPARE PARTS ICON
Represents the Spare parts that can be used to activate Spare 
parts actions.

SCREW ICON
Represents physical screws that are used for training cards. 
When you gain a screw, place it on a card of your choice that 
is in your Training center. The color of the screw you place on 
the card does not matter.

REROLL ICON
Represents a reroll that allows a player to reroll a die. When a 
player gains rerolls they take the corresponding number of Reroll 
tokens to help track how many rerolls are available to them.

REINFORCE A DECK
Shuffle all cards from your Garbage dump and Discard pile together 
to create a new Deck.

DESTROY
When a card, token, screw or resource is destroyed it is removed from 
the game. All destroyed cards create their own pile that functions as a 
supply when the main pile of the same type of card runs out. If this 
happens, the corresponding pile of destroyed cards is shuffled to create 
a new pile of the same type. Other tokens, screws or resources go back 
to their starting supply piles.

DISCARD A CARD
The discarded card is placed face up on top of the owner’s Discard pile. 
If a player has no cards in hand to discard, the effect is ignored.

RECYCLE A CARD
Choose to take the top card of either your Garbage dump or Discard 
pile, or any card from your hand and place it on top of your Deck. If 
the effect recycles more than one card, choose any combination of cards 
from the Garbage dump, Discard pile and/or cards from your hand, 
then arrange them in any order you like before placing them on top of 
your Deck. 
For example, if an effect recycles 4 cards you can choose to take the top card 
from your Garbage dump, the top 2 cards from your Discard pile and one 
card from your hand and place them on top of your Deck, in any order you 
choose.

RECRUIT A CARD
Draw the top 3 cards from the Recruitment deck. Choose one and 
place it into your Training center. The other two cards are destroyed.

special icons and words in game text

TRAIN A CARD
A card in any Training zone can be trained by placing physical screws 
on it. Once a card has at least the number of physical screws equal to its 
Training cost placed on it, the card is considered fully trained. At the 
end of a player’s turn (during the Train Cards phase), the screws from 
fully trained cards are destroyed and then the fully trained card is placed 
on top of the player’s Discard pile.

STORE A RESOURCE
There are 6 different types of resources in the game - blue  
( ), red ( ), black ( ), green ( ), yellow ( ) and a wild resource 
( ). To store a resource, take a screw from the supply that matches 
the color of the stored resource you want to fill. Place that screw in an 
open space for that resource, located on the Stored resource section 
of your player board. Screws must match the color of the resource 
spot they are being placed in. For example, if you are storing a green  
( ) and a blue resource ( ), you can store the green screw in an 
open green spot, and the blue screw in an open blue spot of the Stored 
resource section on your player board. If you are storing a wild resource  
( ) it can only be placed on wild spots. However, any color screw can 
be placed in an open wild spot. So, you can place a blue screw in a wild 
spot even if there is or isn’t room to place it in a blue spot. If a player 
can’t store a resource because the spots are already full, the resource is 
destroyed.

REFRESH A CARD
Rotate a card 90° counter-clockwise, from the exhausted state to the 
refreshed state. If a card is already in the refreshed state this effect is 
ignored. There are multiple ways to refresh your cards, but mainly each 
Leader card has a passive ability that refreshes all cards in your Base.

DISCOVER A NEW TECHNOLOGY
Draw the top 3 cards from the Technology deck. Choose one and place 
it in your Base in the refreshed state. The other two cards are destroyed.

EXHAUST A CARD
Rotate a card 90° clockwise, from the refreshed state to the exhausted 
state. If a card is already in the exhausted state this effect is ignored.

DESTROY ARMOR
When armor is destroyed, reduce the armor value of the target by the 
amount of destroyed armor. If there is no armor left to reduce, the effect 
is ignored.

LOSE ARMOR
When armor is lost, reduce your armor value by the amount of lost 
armor. If there is no armor left to reduce, the effect is ignored.  Effects 
that cause armor to be lost always target you.

LOSE HEALTH
When health is lost, reduce the health value of the target by the amount 
of lost health. If a target is reduced to 0 or less health, it is defeated. 
Effects that cause heatlh to be lost always target you.

KEEP A CARD FOR THE NEXT TURN
Some cards may be kept for the next turn. If you choose to keep a card 
for the next turn, it is not played. It remains in your hand and is not 
discarded during the Storing Resources phase. Some cards have this 
effect as a passive ability, which allows you to potentially keep the card 
in your hand for multiple consecutive turns.

special icons and words in game text
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goal of the game
In Competitive mode, players fight each other in an attempt to defeat one another. The player who successfully reduces their opponent’s health 
to 0 wins. If both players have their health reduced to 0 at the same time (by the same effect) the game ends in a tie.

Additional setup
Randomly choose the first player. To offset the slight advantage the first player has, the second player gains 2  to compensate. The 2  must 
be spent on any combination of Spare parts actions before the match starts.

Each player adds a Defending Squad starting card to their deck, so they start with 11 cards in their deck.

Competitive mode is played over a series of rounds. Each round players alternate turns. Each turn is divided into 8 phases. Once all 8 phases of 
the first player’s turn are complete, their turn is over and the second player takes their turn. After both players have taken their turn, the round is 
over and a new round starts. These phases are executed in the following order:

1  Beginning of Turn
All cards with effects that trigger at the beginning of a turn are executed 
in the order chosen by the player.

 2  Draw
The player draws any number of cards, one at a time. After drawing a 
card, and looking at it, the player can decide to draw another card or stop 
drawing. The player can repeat this process as many times as they want. 

 3  Roll
The player rolls all of their dice that can be used during this turn.

 4  Main
A player can use dice, play cards, use a card’s abilities, or use other effects 
or actions, in any order, during the main phase. Following is a list of 
possible actions a player can take.

- Use a die to collect resources
- Transform 2 dice into any resource
- Play a cad
- Use a card activated ability
- Use stored resources

5  Storing Resources 
Store any resources that are left on your unused dice or in you resource 
pool. Then put all cards that are left in your hand (except those that can 
be kept for the next turn) into your Garbage dump, in the order you 
choose. For each card put into the Garbage dump at this time, store 
resources equal to the card’s activation cost.  

Note: If a player has a card with an effect that lets them keep if for their 
next turn, the player can choose to keep the card for their next turn or put it 
into the Garbage dump (in order to store resources for the next turn rather 
than keep the card).

6  Using Spare Parts
All Spare parts, shown as rewards, on the cards that are left in the Played 
cards zone (cards that have been played and removed from this zone 
during the turn do not count), and any Spare parts tokens, can be spent 
to activate Spare parts actions. You can spend your Spare parts on any 
combination of actions, including activating the same action multiple 
times. Any unused Spare parts and Spare parts tokens are destroyed 
at the end of this phase. 
At the end of this phase all played cards are put on the top of the discard 
pile in the order they have been played.

For eaxample, if a player gains 5 Spare parts during their turn, they can 
choose to activate the number 2 spare parts action once and then activate 
the number 1 spare parts action 3 times.

 7  Train Cards
To train a card in the Training center requires that the number of physical 
screws on the card must be equal to or exceed the card’s Training cost. 
If this condition is met,  place the card on top of your Discard pile and 
then destroy all of the screws that were on the card (this includes any 
that exceeded the actual cost to train the card).

8  End of Turn
Similar to the beginning of the turn, some cards can have effects that 
trigger at the end of a turn. The player executes all of these effects in the 
order they choose.

comp et i t i v e  mod e p lay i ng  th e  game
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Use a die to collect resources
A player can use a rolled die to collect resources. When a die is used this 
way, each colored screw represented on the top face of the die adds one 
resource of that color to the player’s resource pool. The resource pool is a 
temporary pool of resources for the current player’s turn. These resources 
can then be used to play cards or activate abilities, effects, or actions. If 
resources in your resource pool are not used by the end of your turn, 
they can be stored in the Stored resources section on the player board, 
otherwise they are destroyed. See the Storing unused resources phase 
for more details.

Note: Used dice can’t be rerolled or used for other effects or actions, if not 
exactly stated.

Note: It is recommended to keep used dice separate from unused dice, so there 
is no confusion as to which dice have been used already. 

Transform 2 dice into any resource
A player can convert two unused dice to a resource of their choice and 
add that resource to their resource pool. It does not matter what was 
rolled on the two dice that are used. This action can only be performed 
once per turn.

Play a card
Cards can only be played from a player’s hand. In order to play a card, 
the player must pay for it by removing resources from their resource pool 
equal to the card’s activation cost. The resources used must match the 
colors of the activation cost. A wild symbol ( ) in a card’s activation 
cost means that any colored resource can be used (removed) from the 
resource pool to help satisfy the activation cost. A card that does not 
have any symbols for its activation cost can be played for free.
Once the card’s activaton cost is paid, the card is placed into the Played 
cards zone next to the player’s board, then all card’s effects are executed.

use card activated ability
A player can use any card activated ability.

Use stored resources
When a player has two stored resources of the same color, they can 
destroy them both - doing so will reduce the activation cost (by one) of 
the next card played that turn and will also execute the Stored resource 
ability indicated for that specific resource. To reduce the activation cost 
of the card, the color of the 2 Stored resources that are being spent must 
match the color of a resource on the card or it must be a wild symbol (

). If you are using the 2 resources that are stored for the wild stored 
resource, they reduce the activation cost by only one wild symbol (they 
cannot be used for any other symbol except the wild symbol).

For example, if a player has 2 red Stored resources, they can destroy them both 
to reduce the activation cost of the next card they play by one red resource 
symbol. Or, they can be used to reduce the activation cost of a wild symbol 
( ), since it matches any color. The player also executes the corresponding 
Stored resource ability (i.e., Deal 1 ).

Note: Any die that was rolled, whether or not it has colored screws as the 
result of the roll, can be used for this action.

ma i n  phas e  act i ons advanc e d  gamep laySPAR E  PAR T  AC T I ONS

Spare parts actions are located on the player board and provide multiple 
options you can use to improve your deck or your dice. Try to utilize them 
to your advantage, proper management of Spare parts is a key to victory. 

THE LIST OF SPARE PARTS ACTIONS

1  : Gain 1 .

Spend 1 Spare part to get a physical screw that can be placed on a card 
in your Training center. 

2  : Recruit a card and then place 1  on it.

Spend 2 Spare parts to recruit a card by drawing the top 3 cards from the 
Recruitment deck. Choose one and place it into your Training center 
and then place 1  on it. The other two cards are destroyed.

3  : At the end of your turn replace a screw in one of your dice with 
a screw of your choice.

Spend 3 Spare parts and choose one physical screw from the supply pile 
to replace a screw of your choice on one of your dice. Choose wisely, 
screw placement should synergize with the cards in your Deck. 

4  : Take one card from the Starting Cards Supply Deck and put it 
on top of your Discard Pile.

Spend 4 Spare parts to add one starting card of your choice to your 
Discard Pile. If there are no cards left in the Starting Cards Supply 
Deck, this effect is ignored.

6  : Discover a new technology.

Spend 6 Spare parts to discover a new technology by drawing the top 3 
cards from the Technology deck. Choose one and place it in your Base 
in the refreshed state. The other two cards are destroyed.

The basic Competitive mode is simple head-to-head combat, designed 
to offer the shortest possible game yet allow you to build your deck and 
dice in different ways every time you play. If you want to unleash the 
real power of the deck and dice building mechanisms, you can play for 
two or more winning matches (i.e., best 2 out of 3, or more!).

Game changes
Once players finish the match, they keep everything they gained for the 
next match. This includes:

• Their deck of playing cards
• Their upgraded dice
• Their leader
• Their technologies
• Their reroll and technology tokens
• The cards in their Training centers, along with any screws that are 

currently on them

Before players start a new match, perform the following steps:
- Each player recruits cards to their Training center until it contains 4 
cards. (If a player already has 4 or more cards in their Training center, they 
do not recruit new cards) 
- Each player sets their starting armor and health values to their starting 
positions.
- The second player from the previous match becomes the first player 
for the current match. The first player from the previous match gains  
2 . The 2  must be spent on any combination of Spare parts actions 
before the match starts.
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goal of the game
In Cooperative mode, players work together to defeat The Invasion.This mode contains a campaign consisting of three scenarios in which players 
attempt to defend their base from waves of enemies that the Invasion sends against them. If they are successful, they manage to defend their base 
and can go on to try and defeat the Invasion once and for all. The Invasion will continue to get stronger as the game progresses. Try to utilize the 
early rounds to your advantage, as it will become increasingly more difficult to survive later on in the game.

Protocol cards
Protocol cards are permanents that behave the same way technology 
cards do and are used by the Invasion. When the Invasion researches a 
protocol, it is placed in the refreshed state into the Protocols zone next 
to the invasion board.

Invasion Cards 
Invasion cards represent the sneaky tactics and enemies the Invasion uses 
during its turn. Invasion cards function the same as playing cards. The 
Invasion uses its own deck-building engine and starts the game with a 
specific set of starting cards. As the game progresses, additional cards are 
added to the Deck. When the Invasion runs out of cards in its Deck and 
needs a card to finish any effect or action (drawing a card, etc.), it must 
Reinforce its Deck. To Reinforce the Deck, shuffle all of the Invasion’s 
cards from its Disard Pile and Garbage dump together to create a new 
Deck. Refer to the invasion board for details about what happens prior 
to Reinforcing the deck.

Invasion Card Anatomy Key 
1. Training cost: The number of Stored resources the Invasion must 

spend, from the Training zone the card is in, in order to train the card.

2. Card effects: Special abilities unique to this particular card. 

3. Combat statistics: Represents the value of the card’s melee attack, 
ranged attack, armor, and health.

4. Support statistics: Represents a value for melee attack, ranged attack, 
armor, and health. These values are added to the combat statistics of 
the topmost deployed invasion card, including those that are on the 
topmost invasion card itself.

5. Reward: Represents the resources the Invasion stores when this invasion 
card survives the turn.

coop e rat i v e  mod e

1 5

2

3

4

i n vas i on  cards
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1  Prepare Invasion Board 
Take the Invasion board and one neutral colored screw. Place the screw 
in the 0 spot of the Time tracker section ( ) on the Invasion board. 
Use it to track how many rounds have been played.

2  Prepare Invasion Decks 
Remove the starting invasion cards from the rest of the invasion cards. 
Starting invasion cards are easily identified because the Training cost 
is highlighted with a golden color. 
There are 21 starting invasion cards. Randomly choose 5 starting invasion 
cards and then add 4 additional randomly chosen starting invasion 
cards for each player. Shuffle all of the chosen cards and place them 
face down on the Deck section of the Invasion board to create the 
Invasion’s Deck. The remaining invasion cards (including any leftover 
starting cards that were not used to create the Deck) create the Invasion 
card supply deck.  Shuffle them together and place them face down 
on the table. 

Shuffle all available protocol cards to create the Protocols supply deck 
and place them face down on the table.

3  Research Starting Protocol 
Place the top card of the Protocols supply deck face up, in a refreshed 
state, into the Protocols zone next to the Invasion board.

4  Populate Invasion Training Zones 
Place a card in each of the 5 training zones by drawing the top card of the 
Invasion card supply deck and placing it face up in a Training Zone. 
Each Training Zone will have it’s own card after this step is completed, 
as shown in the picture on the previous page.

5  Prepare Players 
Setup the same as you would for Competitive mode except any Additional 
setup.

• Prepare Player Boards
• Prepare Decks
• Populate Player Bases
• Prepare Starting Decks
• Prepare Player Dice
• Recruit Cards

game setup for the invasion game setup for the invasion

Training cost
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1  Time Tracker
Helps track how many rounds have been played.

2  Additional Player Actions
Special actions that can be performed by players during their turn. Each 
action has its own cost and effect. A player may pay the cost, during 
their Main Phase, to execute the effect.

3  Deployed Cards
Outlines the zone next to the player board where deployed cards are 
placed. Each round the Invasion sends (deployes) a new wave of invaders 
against the players. Players try to defeat them before they can attack the 
players.

4  Protocols Refresh
Provides a location to store Technology tokens and contains information 
about how the Invasion uses them.

5  Protocols Zone
Outlines the zone next to the player board where protocol cards are placed.

6  Deck
Location to place the Invasion’s Deck. The cards in this deck are always 
placed face down on this location. Includes instructions for when and 
how to Reinforce (reshuffle) the Invasion deck when it runs out of cards.

7  Garbage Dump
Outlines the zone next to the Invasion board where cards are placed 
when put into the Invasion’s Garbage dump. The cards in the Garbage 
dump are always placed face up in this zone. Any player can look at the 
cards in this pile at any time. 

8  Discard Pile
Location where the Invasion places discarded cards. The cards in this 
pile are always placed face up on this location. Any player can look at 
the cards in this pile at any time.

9  Training Zones
Similar to a player’s Training center. The Invasion has 5 different colored 
training zones. Each zone contains an Invasion card that can be trained 
by spending the stored resources that are stored in that specific zone. The 
resource symbol on the top of each zone shows which type of resource 
can be stored in that zone.

DEPLOY A CARD
Invasion cards are deployed into the Deployed cards zone next to the 
Invasion board. When an invasion card is deployed it is placed on top of 
the previously deployed card, if any. The card is placed so that it covers 
all but the support statistics that are on the bottom of the card. There is a 
line that separates the combat and support statistics and the new invasion 
card must be placed with its bottom edge slightly above the separator 
line, so that all of the support statistics from the cards beneath are visible.

ATTACK WITH A CARD
The card deals the number of its “current value” of ranged damage to 
each player, then it deals the number of its “current value” of melee 
damage to each player.

STORE A RESOURCE
Similar to the player’s stored resources, the Invasion can store its own 
resources during its turn. This is mainly accomplished by deploying 
units that have an effect that stores resources. When the Invasion stores 
a resource, take a screw from the supply that matches the color of the 
resource being stored and place it on the Training Zone on the Invasion 
board that matches the color of the resource being stored. There is no limit 
to the number of resources the Invasion can store on these zones, and 
stored resources can exceed the training cost of a card that is in a zone.

DO NOT USE A DIE 
A die that can’t be used is placed aside and is considered used for the 
duration of the effect. This means that it can’t be rolled, rerolled or used 
for any other effect or action.

RECYCLE A CARD
When the Invasion recycles a card it always proritizes cards from its 
Garbage Dump over cards in its Discard Pile.

1

2

4

5

6 8

9 9 9 9 9

3 7

INVASION BOARD SPECIAL WORDS IN INVASION CARDS
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1  Beginning of Turn 
All of the Invasion’s protocols with effects that trigger at the beginning 
of a turn are executed in the order chosen by the players. 

2  Increase the Elapsed Time 
Increase the value in the Time tracker section on the Invasion board by 1. 

3  Deploy Invasion Cards
For each player and protocol in 
play, the Invasion deploys one 
card from the top of the Invasion 
Deck. 

The combat statistics for the 
topmost deployed card are the 
sum of all the visible combat and 
support statistics from all of the 
cards in the deployment stack. As 
seen in the image on the right, 
the topmost deployed card has 
1 health, 3 armor and 4 melee 
attack.
If there is any unique ability 
written in the Support statistics 
section, the ability is active 
until the card with the ability is 
defeated.

 

The cooperative mode is played over a series of rounds. Each round is divided into 3 parts - the Invasion’s turn, the Players’ turn and Clenup. 
Once the Invasion’s turn is over, players simultaneously take their turn. After each player has taken their turn, Cleanup must be processed. Once 
Cleanup is finished the round is over and a new round is started.

After the Invasion’s turn is over, the players take their turn, just as they would in Competitive mode, but with a few differences. For all phases, 
except the Main phase, players take their turn simultaneously. During the Main phase, players must decide the order of the actions they will 
take. The main goal of each turn is to defeat all of the cards in the deployment stack (i.e. reduce their health total to 0 or less). If any deployed 
invasion cards remain after the player’s turn, they survived and remain in play. Their attacks and effects are executed during Cleanup. See Cleanup 
for more details.

4  Train Invasion Cards 
When any Training zone has stored resources greater than or equal to 
the Training cost of the card in that zone, the corresponding card is 
trained. To train the card, stored resources, equal to the card’s Training 
cost, are destroyed and the card is then placed on top of the Invasion’s 
Discard pile. However, some cards are unique and might not to be 
placed on the Discard pile. Any leftover resources remain stored in that 
zone. Once the Invasion card is trained, the effect on the corresponding 
Training zone is executed. 
All cards that can be trained during this phase must be trained. If there 
are multiple cards to be trained, players choose the order in which cards 
are trained.
For example, if there is a card that has a Training cost value of 5 in the Green 
training zone and the Invasion manages to store 6 green resources on that 
zone, the invasion will train this card by spending 5 of the 6 stored resources 
from this zone. This leaves one green stored resource.

5  Refresh protocols
The Protocols refresh section on the Invasion board contains a condition 
that refreshes all of the Invasion’s protocols. During this step, the Invasion 
will execute the effect if the specified condition is met.

6  Use Protocols
Execute the Activated ability of any protocol that is in the refreshed 
state and then exhaust it.

7  End of Turn
All of the Invasion’s protocols with effects that trigger at the end of a 
turn are executed in the order chosen by the players.

playing the game-invasion's turn playing the game-players' turn

Example of deployed cards

main phase actions
Players may play simultaneously during their Main Phase until something 
that needs the attention of other players takes place. For example, when a 
player asks another player to reroll their die, or a player wants to recycle 
the card of another player, etc. 
When a card is played or action is activated its effects does not need to 
be immediately executed but players can wait with the execution until 
everyone finishes their turn and know the order of their effects. After 
that they can discuss the final order of all remaining effects that needs 
to be executed.

Note: It is good practice to exhaust played card when its effect has been executed 
as a reminder this card has been already used. Also when a player activate 
stored resouce action they may put the two screws that were used into their 
Played cards section next to the player board to remember to execute its effects.

damaging effects
When a player executes an effect that deals damage, they can only target 
the topmost deployed card of the deployment stack. If players manage 
to defeat the topmost deployed card of the deployment stack (i.e. they 
reduce its health total to 0 or less) it is defeated and placed on top of 
the Invasion Discard pile. Any leftover damage may be applied to the 
next card in the pile. If there are no deployed cards left, any leftover 
damage may be spent on Additional player actions. Players may also 
choose to spend any amount of damage to execute Additional player 
actions instead of damaging the topmost deployed card. See the Using 
additional player action section for more details.

defensive effects
Players can target themselves or any of their teammates with an effect 
that gives them health or armor. Players may also choose to spend any 

number of given health or armor to execute Additional player actions. 
If effects are used to execute Additional player actions, the target of 
this effect does not gain any health or armor benefits. See the Using 
additional player actions section for more details.  

For example, if a player plays a card with the effect “Gain 2   .“, they 
can choose to spend 1  on an Additional player action and 1  to heal 
themselves or any of their teammates. 

recycling effects
When a player plays a card with the recycle effect, they can also recycle 
cards from any of their teammates Discard piles, Garbage dumps or 
hands, in any combination.

For example, when a player plays a card that recycles 5 cards, they can 
choose the top 2 cards from their Garbage dump, the top 2 cards from their 
teammate’s Garbage dump, and 1 card from another teammate’s hand. 
Cards recycled this way remain with the player who owns the card, and 
can still be arranged in any order.
 

reroll tokens usage
When a player uses a reroll token, they can reroll any die, including 
their teammate’s die.

Using Additional Player Actions 
There are 4 Additional player actions on the Invasion board that are 
available to players during their Main phase. Each action has its own 
cost and effect that is executed after the indicated symbol has been paid. 
Each action can be used multiple times during a turn, provided the cost 
can be paid. These actions are powerfull tools. Do not underestimate 
them. When properly managed they can change the course of a round.
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1. Attack
DEAL RANGED DAMAGE 
The card deals the number of its “current value” of ranged damage to 
each player. The “current value” of its ranged damage is its ranged damage 
combat statistic, plus all visible ranged damage support statistics on the 
remaining cards in the deployment stack, including its own.

DEAL MELEE DAMAGE
The card deals the number of its “current value” of melee damage to 
each player. The “current value” of its melee damage is its melee damage 
combat statistic, plus all visible melee damage support statistics on the 
remaining cards in the deployment stack, including its own.

2. Store resources
The Invasion stores all resources indicated in the card’s Reward section.

3. Discard the card
The card is discarded and placed on the top of the Invasion’s Discard pile. 

Winning condition
Contains the condition the players must meet in order to win the scenario.
 

Losing condition
If not specified, the default losing condition is when any player’s life 
total is reduced to 0 or less.

Scenario setup
Contains additional steps that must be processed before the scenario starts.

game changes
Contains additional rules that change the gameplay for the scenario. 
Scenario rules always override basic rules.

Winning the Scenario
At the end of each scenario, if players managed to win, they can keep 
everything they have and use it in the next scenario (unless otherwise 
stated). This includes their deck of playing cards, upgraded dice, leader 
and technology cards. 
The same rule applies for the Invasion. This includes its deck of invasion 
cards and protocols.

Game difficulty
A table lists different difficulty levels players can choose from. Each 
difficulty level has a list of events. Each event has a circle with a number 
in it that indicates its duration (i.e., how many rounds the event lasts). At 
the beginning of each scenario (unless otherwise stated), place a physical 
screw (non-neutral colored) on the Time tracker number of the Invasion 
board that matches the first event duration. When the Time tracker 
reaches the non-neutral colored screw, the current event ends. A new 
event then starts (if there is one) and its duration is marked by moving 
the non-neutral colored physical screw X number of spaces ahead on 
the Time tracker - where X is the duration of the next event. Details 
for each event are always written in the legend below the table (some 
might have permanent effects, some trigger effects when the event ends, 
etc.). The duration of the current event can be increased or decreased by 
various effects, so try and use them to your advantage.

For example, if the first event duration is 3, place a physical screw on the 
number 3 on the Time tracker to indicate when this event will end. Once this 
event ends, if the following event has a duration value of 4, place a physical 
screw on the number 7 (3+4). 

Note: The round when any event ends can’t exceed round 16. I.e., the duration 
of the current quest that ends in round 16 can’t be increased. If this happens, 
the duration of the quest stays the same. 
If the round marker makes it to round 16, and there are still events that 
have not been resolved, the current event is resolved immediately and then 
any remaining events are immediately resolved (started and finished) in the 
order listed for the scenario.

playing the game - cleanup campa ign

Reward

1  Recruit New Cards 
For each Training zone that does not have a card in it, the Invasion recruits a new card by taking the top card from the Invasion cards supply 
deck and placing it in the empty Training zone.

2  Resolve the Survived Invasion Cards
Any deployed invasion cards that survived are processed as follows, starting with the topmost card of the deployment stack. Repeat these steps for 
any remaining cards until there are no more cards in the deployment stack.

The campaign consists of three consecutive scenarios in which the players try to push back the Invasion, and ultimately attempt to completely 
destroy it. For each scenario you will find a short story followed by specific rules for that scenario. These rules are split into parts, as follows:
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Scenario 2 - Operation Strike Back

Winning condition
Destroy all cards in the Invasion Deck or survive until the last event 
“The Final Battle” ends.

Scenario setup
Setup the game the same as you would for Cooperative mode, except 
that the starting decks, dice and permanents are kept from the previous 
scenario.

Game changes
During this scenario, when the Invasion needs to recruit a new card 
into an empty Training zone, the new card is taken from the top of the 
Invasion Deck. 
If players manage to kill all deployed cards, they can use any leftover 
damage to defeat cards in the Invasion’s Training zones. Treat these cards 
as you would a normal, deployed card, but there is always only 1 card 
in each Training zone. Any card in a Training zone that is defeated is 
destroyed, i.e. removed from the game. 

Great job! You survived! Was there any doubt you would? Now is your time to really shine. You have received intelligence that Celesta’s troops are 
trying to setup a base nearby. If they are successful it will likely guarantee her success. You must stop her! What are you waiting for? Victory can 
only be achieved when Celesta and every one of her mindless slaves has been defeated. Kill them all and secure your immortal glory!

HACKED
When this event ends, each player destroyes the top card of their deck, 
replaces one non neutral screw on one of their dice with a neutral screw, 
and destroyes one of their technologies.

UNDER SIEGE 
For the duration of this event, players can’t store Stored resources.

ELECTROCITY SHORTAGE
Each player chooses a die of their choice. That die can’t be used for the 
duration of this event.

THE FINAL BATTLE 
When this event ends destroy all cards in the Training zones. 

MORE INVADERS!
When this event ends, for each player, train the top card of the Invasion 
cards supply deck. Trained cards are placed on the top of the Invasion’s 
Discard pile. However, some cards are unique and might not be placed 
on the Discard pile.

RESEARCH A NEW PROTOCOL
When this event ends, place the top card of the Protocols supply deck 
face up, in a refreshed state, into the Protocols zone next to the Invasion 
board.

The Invasion has started! Celesta is sending waves of enemies towards you in an attempt to steal resources and kidnap people so she can enslave 
them. This is your only chance to stop them! Push back the Invasion and stop the invaders from taking what they want. Failure to do so will give 
Celesta the resources she needs to enslave you and everyone else on your planet. With your homeland under siege, you are the last hope! You have 
just been informed that reinforcements are heading your direction. You must survive until help arrives! Are you ready? You better be, Celesta will 
not wait!

Winning condition
Survive for 16 rounds.

Scenario setup
Setup the game the same as you would for Cooperative mode. The first 
scenario does not have any additional setup instructions.

scenario 1 - reinforcements

EASY MODE NORMAL MODE HARD MODE

RESEARCH A NEW 
PROTOCOL

RESEARCH A NEW 
PROTOCOL

MORE INVADERS!

RESEARCH A NEW 
PROTOCOL

RESEARCH A NEW 
PROTOCOL

RESEARCH A NEW 
PROTOCOL

MORE INVADERS! MORE INVADERS!

RESEARCH A NEW 
PROTOCOL

G A M E  D I F F I C U L T Y

EASY MODE NORMAL MODE HARD MODE

ELECTROCITY SHORTAGE

THE FINAL BATTLE THE FINAL BATTLE THE FINAL BATTLE

UNDER SIEGEUNDER SIEGE

HACKED HACKED

G A M E  D I F F I C U L T Y

MORE INVADERS!

MORE INVADERS!

Winning the Scenario
The Invasion trains all cards that remain on Training zones spaces.

HACKED
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Winning condition
The Invasion does not have any deployed cards at the end of the Players’ 
turn.

Losing condition
Each player’s life total is reduced to 0 or less. A player whose life total is 
reduced to 0 or less is defeated and can’t continue playing the scenario.

Scenario setup
Setup the game the same as you would for Cooperative mode, except 
that the starting decks, dice and permanents are kept from the previous 
scenario. 

Game changes
During this scenario, when the Invasion needs to recruit a new card 
into an empty Training zone, the new card is taken from the top of the 
Invasion Deck. 
The Invasion can’t reinforce its Deck, when its Deck is empty and it 
needs a card for any effect or action, the effect or action is ignored.

Note: As the Invasion never reinforces its deck, the passive effect on every 
heroe will never trigger during this scenario.

During the Deploy invasion cards phase, the Invasion shuffles all cards 
from its Garbage Dump, Discard Pile and Deck together to crate a 
new Deck and then deploys cards from this new Deck. 
Any deployed card that is defeated during the Players’ turn is destroyed, 
i.e., removed from the game. 

custom cooperative mode
Are you winning the cooperative mode without any trouble, even on the hard mode? Or, do you just want a different gaming experience? If so, 
there is no better way than creating your own custom scenarios. Unleash your imagination and create your own set of scenarios for you and your 
gaming group. There are endless options for what you can do with the game engine. Even better, share your custom scenarios with others through 
social media or game community pages and see if they are able to win.

Uh oh! Looks like the other groups were not as successful as you were. The remaining invaders have regrouped and are launching a final counterattack. 
You grin. This will be fun! Prepare for the final battle!

Scenario 3 - The Final Battle faq
What if I have no free space in the training center?

Answer: If you already have 6 cards in your Trainnig center and you 
need to recruit a card, you can ignore the effect (i.e. not recruit the card) 
or you can destroy any card in your Training center and replace it with 
a recruited card.

Can I choose not to draw any cards during the draw phase?

Answer: Yes.

Can I transform 2 empty dice to a resource?

Answer: Yes, you can use dice that have no colored screws on their top 
face for this action. It does not matter what was rolled on the two dice 
that are used.

Can I use a card multiple times during a turn?

Answer: Yes, if a card is refreshed during your turn it can be used again.

What happens if I have no cards left in my Deck, Discard Pile 
and Garbage Dump and need to use a card from my Deck for any 
effect or action?

Answer: You lose the game, as there are no cards to reshuffle and this 
condition will cause an endless loop. You always need to have some cards 
in these piles to avoid a possible loss. Drawing the whole deck at once 
might be dangerous.

Does multiplying the execution of effects stack?

Answer: No. If multiple effects or cards cause an effect to be executed 
more than twice, it is only executed twice. Effects cannot be chained 
together.

For example, if you play a card that allows you to execute all of the effects of 
the next card you play twice, and the next card you play has the same effect, 
the following card you play would not have its effects executed four times, 
they would only be executed twice.
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Players' turn
1. BEGINNING OF TURN
2. DRAW PHASE
 - Draw as many cards as you want.
3. ROLL PHASE
- Roll with all of your available dice.
4. MAIN PHASE
- The following actions can be taken in any order:

• Use a die to collect resources
• Transform 2 dice into any resource (1 time per turn)
• Play a card
• Use a card
• Use a card activated ability
• Use stored resources

5. STORING RESOURCES
- Store resources from unused dice and unplayed cards.
6. USING SPARE PARTS
- Use Spare parts actions to improve your deck and dice.
7. TRAIN CARDS
- Place fully trained cards on top of your Discard Pile.
8. END OF TURN

invasion's turn
1. BEGINNING OF TURN
2. INCREASE THE ELAPSED TIME
- Increase the value of elapsed rounds by 1.
3. DEPLOY INVASION CARDS
- For each player and protocol in play, the Invasion deploys one card.
4. TRAIN INVASION CARDS
- Train cards from Training zones if there are enough stored resources.
5. REFRESH PROTOCOLS
- Refresh protocols if the Invasion has enough Technology tokens.
6. USE PROTOCOLS
- Execute the activated abilities of each protocol that is in play and in 
a refreshed state.
7. END OF TURN

cleanup
1. RECRUIT NEW CARDS
- Add a new invasion card to all empty Training zones.
2. RESOLVE THE SURVIVED INVASION CARDS
- Process all surviving invasion cards as follows:

• Attack
• Store resources
• Discard the card

Game ROUND
1. INVASION’S TURN

- Skip this phase if you are playig competitive mode.
2. PLAYERS’ TURN

- Each player takes their turn.
3. CLEANUP

- Skip this phase if you are playig competitive mode.
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